
Toy-Centric Social Network for Kids



What is TagPlus? 

TagPlus is a digital platform to 
make play with traditional toys 
more fun and engaging.

TagPlus is ideal for toys having 
basic building blocks which can be 
used to make many creations.



TAGPLUS IN ACTION

Toy-centric community, 
User generated and 
moderated content, 
Interactive 3D Instruction 
Guides, New Features, 
Remote Control for the app, 
and much more!

“Digital platform with an 
enhanced 360 degree play 
experiences while maintaining 
the value of physical toys!”

WATCH VIDEO

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=q-ltBUy-uWw


WHY USE TAGPLUS?

NEW PLAY EXPERIENCE

USER GENERATED CONTENT

INTERACTIVE 3D GUIDES

GLOBAL VIEW OF TOY USERS

SMART FEATURES

SAFE FOR KIDS

APP REMOTE CONTROL



NEW PLAY 
EXPERIENCE

During pilot tests, kids with 
TagPlus were more willing to 
play with physical toys than 
kids playing without TagPlus. 
They played four times 
longer with their toys when 
TagPlus was involved! 

= More Returning Customers



INTERACTIVE 3D GUIDES

TagPlus offers a range of easy to 
use 3D manuals to motivate kids 

to play with toys even more! 

Making 3D guides can 
be expensive; we make them for 

you for FREE.

= Save Cost by NOT making 
expensive 3D guides



TagPlus provides kids with a 
channel to share their pride of 
creation and inspire other 
creators. 

= Organic Marketing; Increases 
Brand Loyalty

USER GENERATED 
CONTENT



GLOBAL VIEW

World map view incentivizes kids 
to look at what others around the 

world have made. The balloons 
represent city locations of 

creators. Kids can touch the 
balloons to see the creations of 

other kids and get inspired to 
make their own toy creations!

= Be Known as a Global Brand



SAFE FOR KIDS

Manually moderated content 
makes sure that nothing that is 
inappropriate for kids is on the 
TagPlus platform.

Also, kids' faces in photos are auto 
masked with our face masking 
stickers. 

We will do all the heavy lifting 
required for COPPA/GDPR 
compliance. 

= Become a Trusted Brand

kidsafeseal.com

http://kidsafeseal.com/


SMART FEATURES

Smilike®: Smile more to like more!

Using this patented feature, kids 
can “like” what others created in a 

unique and amusing way. 

All they need to do is Smile!

= Be known as an innovative 
brand that brings smiles to kids. 



APP REMOTE 
CONTROL

TagPlus’s add-on offering is 
the world-first one-button 
toy beacon that provides more 
interactive features such as 
clicking photos without getting 
close to screen, navigating toy 
manuals, and more. 

= New Revenue Driver



Patent Pending Solution

VALIDATIONS

Tested International Markets

MIT TR35 Innovators Award

Top 40 Startup in Korea

Spin-off
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